The electoral abstention grows more than 72% in the last decade

The number of non-voters is more important between young people and people over 65

...
**BILATERAL RELATIONS**

**The Spanish system suspects expanding the offer of FP studies**

Ros will raise a new training, apart from those of Tourism and Pharmacy

England is considering the option of expanding the offer of Vocational Training beyond the studies of Tourism and Pharmacy, which will begin next year. The Spanish ambassador Àngel Ros said yesterday during the celebration of the national day of Spain that other forms of training are being studied to be able to offer them to the students, although it did not specify what could be or from when they could be launched. In any case, the objective of Spain is to expand the range of training that will be offered to the Maria Moliner College beyond 2020.

We are studying new lines, « said Ros, who at the same time said that they will not reveal what they are until the Spanish and Andorran Education Ministries have just completed. In fact, the Spanish ambassador added that they will continue «opening up sectors» and that they will not be closed with the current offer. At the same time, Ros emphasized the particularities of education in Andorra, where three systems coexist, and during his speech highlighted the commemoration this year of the 50 years of the existence of the Spanish system. «We want to evolve and the governments of Andorra and Spanish see it well,» said Ros, who during his speech to the representatives of the Principality highlighted the support of Andorra in the negotiations with the European Union regarding the «Association agreement and the celebration of the Ibero-American summit.

**STATISTICS**

**Only 8.5% of the police force are women**

In the case of penitentiaries only six of the 62 are women

Spain is considering the option of expanding the offer of Vocational Training beyond the studies of Tourism and Pharmacy, which will begin next year. The Spanish ambassador Àngel Ros said yesterday during the celebration of the national day of Spain that other forms of training are being studied to be able to offer them to the students, although it did not specify what could be or from when they could be launched. In any case, the objective of Spain is to expand the range of training that will be offered to the Maria Moliner College beyond 2020.

Data from the Statistics Department show that Andorra had at the end of December last year 304 police officers (taking into account both police personnel, as well as the administration and students), thus suffering a small reduction (1.3%) in relation to 2017, when there were 308. At the same date of reference, there were 71 penitentiary forces (one more than the previous year) and 135 firefighters’ troops (the same as in 2017).

Specifically, regarding police forces, 246 are part of the police personnel and 58 are administrative/technical personnel. In this last case, the presence of women is major (44%). Regarding the ratio of police forces per 100,000 inhabitants, it stands at 323, which represents an increase of 11.8% compared to 2017, being below Spain (which was 360 in 2017) and very matched with France (321 in 2017). The ratio is led by Montenegro, with 685 for every 100,000 inhabitants. If the calculation is made based on the total population of Andorra (about 73,000), the ratio is placed in an agent for every 308 inhabitants.

**Penitentiaries** As far as penitentiary staff are concerned, 62 are part of the penitentiary staff and nine correspond to administrative or technical personnel. 84.5% of penitentiary personnel are men and the remaining 15.5% are women. In this case, in the administrative or technical staff there is more equality than in the police, since in 2018 there were 4 men and 5 women. The prison rate stood at 93 for every 100,000 inhabitants, that is, it decreased by 0.4% with respect to the previous year. In this case, the rate is very high on data from Spain (51 for every 100,000 inhabitants in 2017).

Finally, the 135 members of the firefighters are distributed in 118 personnel and 17 administrators or technicians. Only 10.4% of firefighters are women (3 are part of the body and 11 are administrative or technical). The firefighters’ ratio is 177 per 100,000 inhabitants, which represents a negative variation of 1.8% compared to 2017.
Ordinary session to the General Council

DA says that the PS initiative has «the danger of losing pensions»

Gili believes that the Government rejects the FRJ proposal because the proposal isn’t «the danger of losing pensions»

DA says that the PS initiative has «from improvisation.»

The PS's approach. In addition, En- señat endorsed the unanimous de- cision of the CASS commission to de- cline the proposal and rejected the idea of allocating 10% of the fund to the real estate market for the «risk» of concentrating capital «into a sin- gle sector». As a result, the Democra- tic leader categorized «nyap» a law of concentrating capital «into a sin- gle sector.» «It was more important to ha- ve an «inflationary effect» on the ren- tal market.»

THE GOVERNMENT’S VISION

The main concern is for the dwelling to the accor- ding to the latest CRES observatory, and the PS’s law proposal to invest in the Retirement Reserve Fund (FRJ) in the real estate market, which did not prosper due to negative votes of the three parliamentary groups that support the Government, were yesterday debated for almost three hours in the ordinary session of the General Council.

In this regard, the general coun- selor of DA, Carles Ensenat, explored the possibility of expressing the reasons for the rejec- tion of the proposal. The argument most strongly reiterated was that the proposal «runs the risk of losing the pension system», which is why it described «the irresponsibility» at the PS’s approach. In addition, En- señat endorsed the unanimous de- cision of the CASS commission to de- cline the proposal and rejected the idea of allocating 10% of the fund to the real estate market for the «risk» of concentrating capital «into a sin- gle sector».

THE THIRD-PARTY SUPPORT

The third-party parliamentary group was proud to support the proposal. «The PS pre- sents a proposal that gives us the pos- sibility of presenting the appropri- ate amendments. We don’t unders- tand the negative criterion. If there is a way to change the text, we can turn the bill as a sock», said General Di- rector, Joan Carles Camp. Regarding the public-private fund that aims to boost the Government, Camp critici- zed that the new package of urgent measures «will bring more legal un- certainty».

THE REVENGE OF CITIZENS COMMITTED

Finally, the mass media politician, Carles Nauiti, expressed his refusal to the PS proposal. «Not because it cannot be amended, but because the structure that is neces- sary to solve the problems of hou- sing. The foundation is already the PS’s,» said Nauiti. Finally, he ac- cused the Social Democrats of wan- ting to «capitalize and capitalize» the problems of housing. «Concern isn’t the heritage of the PS», Nauiti said.

The bill on the Retirement Reser- ve Fund was supported by the PS and third party.

The third-party proposal on zero deficit doesn’t go forward

THE ENJOY OF THE PS

The main- driver of the proposal, Rosa Gili, ru- led out the democratic theses on the danger of pensions and stated that «there have been malicious interpre- tations» on this issue. «It’s a non-PS», said Gili, visibly discomfited by the «bad predisposition of the Govern- ment» to study the proposal. «The criterion is a catalog of excuses for not wanting to work anything that comes from the PS».

THE NEGATIVE OF LIBERALS

The counselor of L'A, Ferran Costa, aligned with the Executive position and rejected the FRJ proposal. Costa expressed doubts about the profitability of in- vesting up to 10% in a single sector and felt that the measure would ha- ve an «inflationary effect» on the ren- tal market. In addition, the liberal le- ader repudiated the «victimism» of the PS for losing the vote and invited them to join the measures that Hou- se Minister Victor Fiolí will push. In response to the third-party me- ntafor, Costa said that «the amend- ments would not be the most accu- rate legislative technique to turn a sock».

The proposal of the third-party parliamentary group to «defend the zero deficit and thus establish the so- lid basis of the sustainable growth of the country’s economy» was yester- day shot down for the plenary session of the General Council by the parlia- mentary majority that forms the three parties that make up the govern- ment.

Pintado defended the proposal by indicating «the fragile of the econo- mic sectors, the moderate economic growth during the last six years and the path of the economy towards a phase of recession and the develop- ment of a new fiscal framework has been unable to eliminate the budget deficits». Pintado also stressed his con- cern for the lack of will to make the main pending reforms to be carried out in the public administration, the lack of transparency after having ex- posed the economic risks and the lack of institutional loyalty, the inability of reaction and the lack of will to cor- rect the situation.«

The president of the parliamen- tary group of the PS, Pere López, ar- gued his vote in favor of the propo- sal of Josep Pintat «by democratic re- spect to the other political formations to break the frontalism of DA», and then he enumerated all the propo- sals, amendments, motions and pro- posals of agreement that his party has presented and that have not been en- tered into procedure due to the rejec- tion of the majority of the chamber.

On the other hand, the three par- liamentary groups that make up the Government agreed «by positive- ly evaluating the proposal», but said that «there is no need to reform be- cause the deficit we have is as indica- ted by the law».
The controversy is more than served and has been spoken more than once. In fact, Ildefons Lima has a series of tweets that talk about the subject. Well, chapter 357 of The Lawn of the National. Day D. Today will play the match between the selections of Andorra and Moldova and will be played at the National Stadium although the lawn has not passed the controls of UEFA and it was necessary a letter from Felix Alvarez, president of the Andorra Football Federation (FAF). However, although Moldova has finally agreed to play the dispute has not yet come to the end. «I have always been talking about the lawn from the first day. I think it wasn’t a lawn for competitions or at the height of the players that came from the country. I think it’s a change we all need and we applaud and hopefully it’s the best lawn possible.»

However, if we talk about surprising answers, the best thing was that of trainer Semeen Altavilla. «I can’t understand that in a country where the whole year is summer the football team plays in an artificial grass field. We asked to play with a natural lawn.»

When asked about whether this would affect them a lot, he replied that «it will value the conditions after the game.» So, we will have to wait until tonight because Altavilla can assess, with criteria, the conditions of the lawn. And from the country.

THE SILENCE OF RUGBY. «It goes without saying, however, that the other wiches are the rugby players, who not only have to postpone the VPC matches in the league and the girls will have to play in the Prada de Molen, a field that doesn’t have the correct dimensions: They were not able to prepare correctly for tomorrow’s duel in Turkey.»

The coach Josep Magallon said that «the preparation week hasn’t been easy. We didn’t get it easy things, and apart from the casualties and the complications of making the list, we couldn’t do any training in our field. This is very important especially for the melé workouts. At the international level, melés are real, they must push and enter and that has to be done. In our country we have our device to prepare melés, yesterday we ran away for a while to be able to use it. We have adapted and do what we can but, with an unforeseen first line as we will find, we want to be able to play a game with the minimum possible safety standards and this is done by training with a specific machine to work the melé because we got used to what is pushing, and unfortunately we have not been able to work. They will meet with players of 120 kilos in front and it is important for the security of the players.»

The absolute wants to score in the match against Moldova. «The objective is to go back to the Conference 1. We have to be realistic and do the things we are doing and we are sure we will have opportunities here at home.»

Andorra faces Moldova again in the qualifying round of the Eurocopa 2020 and, after the good role they played in Chisinau despite defeating 1-0, the target is to score. Captain Ildefons Lima said that «It is the selection that we have closer but these are the typical games that undoubtedly undermine you and is probably that the selection of Moldova will lose the game.»

However, President David Ferré, whose board didn’t accept his resignation, said that «this week the most important thing is to work for the country and that is what rugby has been doing for many years. It is essential that the absolute selection of football and rugby win, so this week we have put peace and we didn’t want to have any controversy with the lawn, the meetings or the ministry. Next week we will have a meeting to make the agreement and we will see.»

This agreement will be very important for the day-to-day activities of both sports. As for Ferré’s positions, he indicated that «we want the field to be used much more for rugby because football has many fields and although the absolute football has priority, as we have always done, we hope the the rest of the time can play rugby with the scoured, the base, the girls, the selection and the clubs.»

The coach Josep Magallon said that «the preparation won’t have been easy. We didn’t get it easy things and, apart from the casualties and the complications of making the list, we couldn’t do any training in our field. This is very important especially for the melé workouts. At the international level, melés are real, they must push and enter and that has to be done. In our country we have our device to prepare melés, yesterday we ran away for a while to be able to use it. We have adapted and do what we can but, with an unforeseen first line as we will find, we want to be able to play a game with the minimum possible safety standards and this is done by training with a specific machine to work the melé because we got used to what is pushing, and unfortunately we have not been able to work. They will meet with players of 120 kilos in front and it is important for the security of the players.»

The absolute rugby has trained at the Comunal Stadium and the Prada de Molen, some fields that, as stated by coach Peter Lucas, «These don’t have the dimensions of rugby and we are trying to introduce new players to the system and not we have the dimensions or the fixing points that we must have.»

However, President David Ferré, whose board didn’t accept his resignation, said that «this week the most important thing is to work for the country and that is what rugby has been doing for many years. It is essential that the absolute selection of football and rugby win, so this week we have put peace and we didn’t want to have any controversy with the lawn, the meetings or the ministry. Next week we will have a meeting to make the agreement and we will see.»

This agreement will be very important for the day-to-day activities of both sports. As for Ferré’s positions, he indicated that «we want the field to be used much more for rugby because football has many fields and although the absolute football has priority, as we have always done, we hope the the rest of the time can play rugby with the scoured, the base, the girls, the selection and the clubs.»

FAR’s board of directors decide not to accept the resignation of David Ferré

The facilities of the National Stadium.